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1. It 18 known that a quiescent fluid cylinder enclosed on the outside 
by another fluid 1s unstable In the presence of the surface tension forces 
Ill. In the paper 123 the results are presented of the Investigation of the 
etablllty In the case when the cylinder moves along the axle with a velocity 
u = conet with reepect to the exterior medium. The examination Is llmlted 
to the caee of an axially symmetric dlaturbance. 

Let us consider the stability of a cyllnd.rlcal tangential discontinuity 
with surface tension with respect to an arbitrary disturbance of the form 

f = f (r) exp [i (kz + W --o 01 0.1) 

Inside the cylinder. for r < a , the quantities will be dencted by the 
subscrl t 

8 
i(u, = 

e(v = IP,P,F 
u = COIISt, pi, p , outside of the cylinder the subscript 

hy&dy&&s 
will be used. d roceedlng from the equations for ideal 

divv=o, pdv/dt=-vp 0.2) 

for the disturbance (1.1) we obtain the dlepersion equation 

P&G W -o)*+p&G=a ti+., E rn’ - i I ( I,,, (k4 
Pi = kl,’ (ka) ’ 

x, v4 
p* = - k&’ (ka) > 

(1.3) 
Here Q is the coefficient of surface te.n@.iOn, I (ko), r,(ko) are 

Bessel function8 with Imaginary argumenta. The coefflclents 
are posltlve. The roots of-the dlsperalon equation are 

8, and 8. 

kU 
u=i+yf 

me - 1 
- -yg]>” (A=$) (1.4) a1 ) 

In the particular cane with U = 0 the disperalon equation (l.j)desu%bes 
the stability of equillbrlum of a fluid cylinder (13. The form of Equation 
(1.4) with II - 0 1s simpllfled. Because of the presence of surface tension, 
this Cofuum of fluid 1s unstable wlth respect to 
(m - 0) with wave length greater than the radius 
twentlal dlsco+nulty without surface tension 
rerpeat to the disturbance for arbitrary I and any wave length. Surface 
tension shour a stablllzlng lnfluenae on short wave disturbance6 lko > 1) 
and a destabilizing Influence on long wave disturbances of the type (m = 0). 
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2. Let us consider hydromagnetlc stability of an Ideally conductive 
plasma Je&submerged In a nonconductive fluid. Shafranov [3] Investigated 
the stability of a plasma string retained by an exterior magnetic field. We 
will assume additionally that outside the string there exists a nonconduc- 
ting fluid and the strlng moves with respect to the exterior fluid at a velo- 
city (I = const along Its axis. For the undisturbed state we set 

Hti=O, Hzi = COnst, pi = const, uzi = l7 for r< a 

&=&a/r, Hz, = con&, pa = con&, vze = 0 for r > a 

Omitting the calculat!.ons analogous to those performed In [33 on the basis 
of the system of equations of ideal magneto-hydrodynamics 

div v = 0, dy 
Yt 

= - VP + + Ij x HI, div H = 0, $f = rot Iv x HJ (r< a) 

divv=o, 
dV 

Pdt 
= - Qp (r > 4 (2.f) 

for the disturbance of the form (1,l) we obtaln the dispersion equation 

(kU -o)% +A@* = B + qW for a=1 (2.2) 

where 

A=- 
&!,' (N K,,, (k) &?kl,' (k) 

Pilm (k) Km’ (k) > O’ B = 411pif,,, (k) 

(m + kh,)a 

(P - I > 

k&,_1 (k) 
9 = m + K, (k) * 

HA2 %a = G , he= 2 
a 

The condition of stability has the form 

B + k%,,? - flkw~ > 0, b =A/(1 -1-A) (2.3) 

If the plasma cylinder rests in a nonconductive gas (U = 01, from (2.3) 
follows the condition of stability obtained by Shafranov. It 1s evident 
from (2.3) that the plasma Jet moving with velocity U in an exterior gas, 
Is less stable than the quiescent plasma string (the term spi"u" worsens 
stability). The condition of stability i2.3) can be Interpreted In the fol- 
lowing sense: the magneticzsFl;P flrl stabilizes the tangential dlscontlnu- 
lty of the velocity, for V,, stabilizing of the tangentlal disconti- 
nuity by the magnetic field Is possible. 

We will show that the criterion of stablllty of the Jet essentially depends 
on the distribution of the current density 
With this in mind we consider the followlng 

in the cross-section of the Jet. 
et model (a Jet wlth a homoge- 

neous axial current and a longitudinal field s : 

HOi= HOT ) Vii = u; 
a 

Hzi = coxlst, li*= HOE, 
r 

II,, = Ii,+ Vze = 0 

The pressure 
at F=a. On t f' 

falls off according to a parabolic law to the value Pi 
e boundary of the Jet the pressure and tk_e magnetic field 

are continuous. 

Among the disturbances of the form (1.1) there exist those, that do not 
distort the magnetic field. In fact, from the condition of frozen flow it 
follows that 

(kll ~ w) Hi') == (+ r& + kHzi) ,i(l' 

With (m I r) Hqi + kH,i = 0 only the veloci'ty and pressure disturbances 
are dlffefint from zero. Since the magnetic field Is not disturbed, It does 
not Influence the development of the velocity and pressure disturbances. 
For such disturbances we obtaln the dispersion eQUatlon of ordinary hydro- 
dynamics (Equation (1.3) for Q = 0 ). The plasma Jet will be unstable In 
the presence of any velocity U . ThUS, the crlterla for stability of the 
plasma jet strongly depend on the dlstrlbutlon of the current denslty through 
the cross-sectlon of the jet. The surface currents and the discontlnultles 
of the magnetic field on the boundary of the Jet stabilize the tangential 
discontinuity of the velocity. In the case of a continuous distribution of 
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the current density through the cross-section of the Jet the plasma jet may 
show Itself to be unstable at any inagnltude of the velocity jump. 

3. We limit ourselves to the Investigation of the following model of a 
cylindrical tangential discontinuity in an Ideally conducting fluid; 

(the longitudinal field H, and the ctirrent density 3, are homogeneous). 
For a disturbance of the form (1.1) from the conditions of frozen flow we 
obtain 

. . 

(k~ _ @) Hi(') = (; H,< + kHzi) vi(‘), - ,@l’ = (T HW + kH,,) V@ 

If m I rH, + kff, = 0, then the magnetic field Is not disturbed and the 
criterion of stability of the tangential discontinuity does not depend on the 
magnetic field (again we obtain the dispersion equation (1.3) for c = 0). 

It appears that the magnetic field component ‘(Hd transverse to the velo- 
city, significant1 weakens the stabilizing effect of the magnetic field. 
In fact, if Hlo = B , then for k#_O the magnetic field slrays deforms and 
effectively stabilizes the tangential discontinuity of the velocity. With 
H9 = 0 we obtain the dispersion equation 

p,B,(kU --)* + P.,@,o~ = kJ 
P,H: + PeHz: 

4n (3.1) 

The condition of stability of the tangential discontinuity has the form 

(3.2) 

The results of this Section are lh agreement with those obtained by Syro- 
vatskll with respect to the stability of plane tangential dlscontlnultles 
c43. 

In cpncluslon the author Is grateful to A.I. Morozov for his discussion 
and suggestions regarding this work. 
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